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Introduction

Relevance in a text retrieval task concerns the rele-
vance of texts to a natural language query. The most
difficult aspect of the task is to render the natural lan-
guage of the text and the query into a form which per-
mits computational relevance reasoning. English (or
any language) must be rendered into logic before logi-
cal reasoning can be applied to it. Once this has been
accomplished, relevance reasoning becomes a problem
of determining the similarity of object and event de-
scriptions. The basic similarity assignment in com-
putational relevance judgment is sensitive to several
complexities: granularity, ellipsis, domain, and genre.

Textual Relevance

In the text retrieval task, relevance is a relation be-
tween two sets of propositions, those expressed by a
query (Q) and those expressed by a library of texts
(T). The assignment of relevance is gradient, in that
propositions are more or less relevant to a query. A
subset of T, T1, is relevant to Q if it contains descrip-
tions of similar objects to those in Q, standing in simi-
lar, converse or antonymous relations as their relations
in Q in appropropriate caseroles.

In psychology, similarity is a perceived relation be-
tween objects or events in the world. To mimic this
task computationally would require the recognition of
the similarity of events and objects by comparison of
perceptual and functional features. It would require
knowledge of the salience of certain features over oth-
ers. However, in text retrieval, the problem is simpli-
fied because the authors of the query and text have
predicated certain expressions of objects and events.
Human predication categorizes objects as like other
objects for which the same predicate would be used,
so that objects are placed in classes of similar objects
by predication. Objects described by natural language
expressions have been assigned to similarity classes in
advance. Thus, similarity in textual relevance is not
analogy. The authors have judged which features of
objects and events are most salient, and thereby which

predications are most appropriate for them. The text
retrieval task is to discover the similarity of predica-
tions, after the fact of human categorization and pred-
ication.

However people use a wide variety of expressions to
describe similar events. Texts which should be judged
relevant to a query may contain different predicates
than the query does. Computational recognition of
similarity requires prior knowledge of all the predica-
tions for similar objects and events. Predicates must be
grouped into loose synonymy classes. Texts which are
similar have predicates in the same synonymy classes
describing objects which stand in similar, antonymous
or converse relations, in appropriate caseroles.

Natural Language Interpretation

While textual relevance is simplified over the psycho-
logical problem of relevance, natural language presents
difficult problems of interpretation. Superficially, nat-
ural language strings are both ambiguous and redun-
dant. Words and structures which over are superfi-
cially identical have DIFFERENT meanings. On the
other hand the SAME meaning can expressed redun-
dantly in many different ways.

For example, DIFFERENT meanings look the same
in the following sentences:

John took the boat up the river.

John took up boating on the river.

John took down the mast on the boat by the river.

For a pattern-matching algorithm, all of these sen-
tences contain the substance words of a query "Did
John take the boat up the river?". The English word
"take" has forty-eight different senses, and each of
these sentences has a different sense of "take". Only
one sense is relevant to the query. In a text retrieval
system which fully analyzes each sentence syntactically
and semantically, words can be disambiguated. The
disambiguated words are given different predicates in
the cognitive model of the text, so that a text about
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physically taking will only be relevant to those cog-
nitive models with the physical reading of "take" or
similar predicates..

On the other hand, the SAME meaning has the po-
tential of being expressed in hundreds of different ways,
as in the following:

1) John steered the boat up the river.

2) John’s boat trip was up the river.

3) John cruised up the river.

4) The boat travelled up the river. John was captain.

5) John was captain of a boat. He took it up the
river.

The first two text is a basic active sentence in which
there is a verb (steer), subject (John) and object 
boat) and prepositional phrase (up the river). It is rel-
atively straightforward to assign relevance for text (1)
and a query "Did John take the boat up the river?"
by recognizing the similarity of the predicates "take"
and "steer". The second text expresses the same event
with a nominal "trip". To find that text (2) is relevant
to the query "Did John take the boat up the river?",
the relevance mechanism must find the subject and ob-
ject cases of the nominal, and then reason that subject
and object case roles are similar to subject and object
cases of the query verb. The verb in third text has a
single word "cruise" to describe the event of "taking a
boat" in the query. The relevance mechanism must see
the similarity of single with multiple predicates. The
fourth text has identifies John with an agentive role
"captain". To recognize that John is captain in the
"travel" event of the prior sentence, the two sentences
have to be related by coherence reasoning. The fifth
text has pronouns which must be resolved in order to
find that John took the boat.

Intelligent Text Processing’s full natural language
approach to text retrieval has modules which imi-
tate every level of human linguistic reasoning. The
propositions of the text and query are produced when
a natural language understanding system, Interpre-
text, translates English into logic. It parses the
text [E. P. Stabler, 1992], disambiguates words and
structures [Dahlgren, McDowell, & Stabler, 1989],
forms a discourse representation structure [Wada &
Asher, 1986], finds antecedents of anaphoric expres-
sions [Wada, 1994], and assigns coherence relations
between events [Dahlgren, 1989]. The translation of
"John took the boat up the river" is, in part, as fol-
lows.

take3(el,nl,thel).
boatl(tl,thel).
anchor (n 1 john).
direction(el,the2).
river(the2).
before(el ,now).

Interpretext retrieves and uses world knowledge in
the form of naive semantic representations for the con-
tent words in the text [Dahlgren, 1988]. The lexical
representations are naive theories of the properties of
objects and the implications of events, and are avail-
able during relevance reasoning. Megabytes of text in
seven domains have been interpreted by this system.
Text retrieval in one domain has been implemented
and exceeds 95% precision and recall using the meth-
ods described in this paper [Dahlgren, 1992].

Since Interpretext translates text into a cognitive
model consisting of logic expressions, with all words
disambiguated and all anaphoric expressions resolved,
extremely precise textual relevance reasoning is pos-
sible. In contrast with pattern-matching techniques,
this form of representation prevents false hits for cases
where the target text has many of the same strings as
the query, used in different senses. For example, for
our query "Did John take the boat up the river?", In-
terpretext with full disambiguation does NOT retrieve
the text "John took up boating on the river", because
a different meaning of "take" is used in the query and
target text. This full form of representation is not
fooled when argument structures differ. The query,
"Did John take Mary?" it will not retrieve texts about
Mary taking John. Because anaphors are resolved, it
can find a text with a pronoun or other anaphoric ex-
pression in place of a query word, as in text (5) above.

Relevance of Objects

Relevance judgement differs for objects, events and sit-
uations. Object similarity in textual relevance can be
determined with simple predicate matching and loose
synonymy, or by more complex reasoning with back-
ground knowledge. Simple predicate matching relies
upon word sense disambiguation. In the following
texts, "train" has two different senses. Only T1, where
"train" has a vehicle sense, is relevant to the query Q.

T1. John took a train up the river.

T2. John traveled with his followers in train.

Q. Did John travel by train?

The cognitive model of T1 is, in part,

take3(el,nl,al).
trainl(al).
direction(el,thel).
river(thel).

The cognitive model of Q is, in part,
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travel 1 (e2,n2).
means(e2,a2).
trainl(a2).

In the similarity computation, take3 and travell
are found to be similar event predications, trainl and
trainl found to be similar object predications, and the
caserole "means" is found to fulfill the same role as the
object role of take3.

However, the cognitive model of T2 is, in part,

travell(e2,n2).
accompaniment (e2,cl).
follower(cl).
location(cl,the3).
train5(the3).

In the similarity computation, travell and travell
are found to be similar events predications, but trainl
and train5 are found to be dissimilar object predica-
tions, and relevance fails.

Object names or their synonyms may not be present
in a relevant text. An object with similar functions can
be relevant ("hoe" is relevant to "trowel", "scalpel"
to "knife")¯ An instrumental object can stand for an
activity or role ("hoe" for "gardening", "scalpel" for
"surgery" or "surgeon". Metonymic relations can drive
relevance assignment ("mainsail" for "boat", "tractor"
for "farm" or "farming"). A textual object which falls
into the class of objects named by a query predicate
is relevant (Q has "boat" and T has "trawler"; Q has
"river" and T has "Amazon"). The naive semantic lex-
ical representations in Interpretext contain these syn-
onyms, functions, instruments, part and ontological re-
lations, so that relevance reasoning requires no new
types of lexical information, though relevance reason-
ing drives lexical enhancement.

Beyond simple predicate similarity, more complex
relations must be found. An expression with sev-
eral predicates has the same meaning as (denotes the
same kinds of objects as) a single predicate, so that
paraphrase relations must be recognized (e.g., "fishing
boat" and "trawler"). On the other hand, parts of ex-
pressions are redundant or empty and must be ignored
("factor" in "risk factor", "have" in "boat which has 
jib").

Relevance of Events

Relevant textual events are those which involve simi-
larly described objects in similarly described relations
in appropriate caseroles. Similarity of events, as with
objects, can be assigned through loose synonymy of
predicates ("travel" and "journey") or through reason-
ing with world knowledge. Given a full text interpre-
tation with argument structure, the relevance reasoner
rejects texts with the same objects in converse relations
¯ It knows the difference between "John took Mary on

the trip" and "Mary took John on the trip". It also
knows that "John took Mary on the trip" is similar to
"Mary was taken on the trip by John", and "Mary went
on John’s trip". Events with similar consequences are
similar ("travel", "drive", "come"). Converse events
are similar as long as arguments are in the appro-
priate caseroles ("leave" and "return", "receive" and
"give"). Sometimes the function of an object makes it
relevant to an event ("book" to "read", "tractor" to
"ploughing", "knife" to "cutting"). Antonyms are rel-
evant ("win" and "lose"). If an event is queried, and
its negation has been reported in a text, the text is
typically relevant.

Both verbs and nominals are predicated of events.
T with "trip up the river" is relevant to Q with "travel
up the river". The recovery of caseroles in nominals is
important for accurate retrieval. For example, text (6)
is relevant to query (8), but not text (7).

(6) John’s trip up the river was fun.

(7) The trip up the river for John was fun.

(8) Who went up the river?

This can be discovered by inspection of caseroles of
the nominal "trip". The cognitive model of (6), has the
following predicates, in part, showing John as subject
of the trip.

tripl(el).
subject(el,nl).
anchor(nl john).
direction(el,the2).
river(the2).
fun(el).

In contrast, the cognitive model of (7) has a bene-
factive caserole for John, and no subject for the trip.
So it is irrelevant query (8).

tripl(e2).
benefactive(e2,nl).
anchor(nljohn).
direction(e2,the2).
river(the2).
fun(e2).

Relevance of Situations

The relevance reasoning mechanisms presented in this
paper are inadequate for queries which describe com-
plex situations with many predicates. They are suffi-
cient to produce retrievals as long as queries are rel-
atively short (under ten verbs). For longer queries, 
mechanism to compute the salience of events in the
query should be added. Otherwise, no relevant texts
can be found, because the probability of finding any
text describing all of the objects in all of the relations
of the situation described by the long query approaches
zero.
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Complexities of Textual Relevance

Reasoning

One of the complexities in relevance reasoning is onto-
logical granularity of the query, individual texts, and
the library. Queries which are too broad must be rec-
ognized and intercepted. A query about "Latin Amer-
ica" to a library sufficiently large to have an unman-
ageable number of retrievals about Latin America is
too broad. A query needs to be at about the granular-
ity of some text topic, segment topic or sentence, and
not broader. As overly narrow queries fail, no screen-
ing against them is needed. In general, if Q is coarser
than T, and the predicates of T are below Q in the
ontology, it is relevant. If Q is finer-grained than T,
and propositions similar to Q are in T, T is relevant.

Another complexity is anaphora and ellipsis. The
natural language interpreter must recover antecedents
of linguistic devices such as pronouns and definite de-
scriptions. Otherwise recall is lowered by failure to
assign relevance to elements which stand for relevant
predicates. In (5), "he" stands for John, and "it" stand
for the boat, so that (5) is relevant to the Q "Did John
take the boat up the river?". In order to compute the
relevance of (5), these pronouns must be resolved.

Furthermore, assuming the implicit relevance of top-
ics predicates can enhance recall. In a text entitled
"John’s cruise up the river", John, the boat and the
river are implicitly present and relevant throughout the
text. Similarly, events in a segment of text are poten-
tially relevant to all events in the same segment, but
not to events in other segments.

A third complexity is domain, or field of activ-
ity. Texts in a certain domains prefer particular word
senses. For example, in financial texts the financial
senses of "bank" and "asset" are preferred, while in
geography texts, other senses are preferred.

A final complexity is genre. In highly structured
texts, especially those with explicitly formulated re-
quirements, the automatic extraction of topics and
segments is not necessary because the authors are re-
quired to segment the text and provide titles of sec-
tions. Using segments, the search for relevant events
can be speeded up. Reasoning to less structured texts
is slower because it cannot be focused in segments. Lo-
cation of antecedents of anaphors is less precise in less
structured texts, as well, resulting in false hits.

Conclusion

In conclusion, precise textual relevance reasoning re-
quires disambiguated words, recovery of argument
structure, assignment of case roles, interpretation of
nominals and reference to world knowledge. Relevance
reasoning is enhanced by treatment of ellipsis, and
recognition of the domain of a text. To the extent

that the query and text have similar granularity, or
the query is narrower, the relevance reasoning can be
more successful. To the text extent that the text is
explicitly structured, the text interpreter can more ac-
curately recover antecedents and topics, and the rele-
vance reasoning can thereby be more precise and have
better recall.
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